DA L I KUB IK

Hear different

the sound of

freedom

For many years music was defined by its medium, trapped inside whatever disc
or tape you bought into. No more – welcome to the future of music…
The dynamic duo of DALI’s KUBIK FREE and KUBIK ONE have forever done
away with dependence on formats. Two brand new music systems dedicated
to freedom, the FREE and the ONE give you the freedom to listen to anything,
anywhere in your home, from any device, freedom from discs and cassettes, from
wires and headphones, and freedom to enjoy digital music on a system designed
by people who’ve devoted their lives to the pursuit of audio excellence.

No ordinary loudspeaker
DALI KUBIK is a series of wireless
speakers that combine DALI’s
outstanding loudspeaker heritage
with state-of-the-art digital
ampliﬁcation. Add a huge variety
of inputs—including Bluetooth for
wireless streaming—and the result is
a one-box sound system that can ﬁll
a room with beautifully reproduced
music from just about any source.

Because at DALI we believe in those special moments of musical alchemy, even
in an age where any song is available instantly and where music is everywhere we
know that certain sounds still have the power to make us laugh, cry, or abandon
ourselves to dance. So we created the FREE and the ONE, two systems that can
connect seamlessly with any device – wired or wireless – and deliver breath-taking
audiophile-quality sound, both as standalone solutions or as part of an expanded
sound set-up. In this way, both the KUBIK FREE and KUBIK ONE stand as the
perfect one-box ripostes to the tired old adage that bigger is always better.
Embrace the freedom, embrace the future.

Hear

different

We live in an age of wireless. We expect to be able to seamlessly connect
all sorts of devices without cables. So why not your hi-fi?
At DALI we know that your favourite tracks aren’t all neatly stored in a CD
rack. They live on your phone, your tablet, your laptop and your home
computer. Which is why the KUBIK FREE uses the most common form of
wireless streaming—Bluetooth—to help you put your music back where it
belongs. Bluetooth technology means you can connect a host of devices
to your KUBIK FREE—so you can enjoy your music in stunning quality,
wherever it may live.

n At DALI, we believe

in high-quality audio
reproduction. Which
is why we’ve included
next-generation aptX
audio coding as part of
the KUBIK’s Bluetooth
connection, delivering
a near CD-quality audio
experience without wires.

Why Bluetooth?
You’ll find Bluetooth in all sorts of devices,
from phones and tablets to PCs and Macs.
It’s been around for almost 20 years and it
just keeps on getting better, setting new
standards for audio excellence. But most
importantly, Bluetooth is quick to connect
and simple to use – so with the DALI KUBIK
you can concentrate on your music and not
on complicated Wi-Fi setups.

Looks

and talent

When is a soundbar not a soundbar? When it’s a sound
system. That’s what the audio experts at DALI have dared to
devise in the cunning KUBIK ONE.
Marrying the sleek, minimalist looks of famed Danish design
with exacting sound engineering, the DALI’s KUBIK ONE may
indeed be capable of replacing flatscreen TV speakers to lift
the audio performance to new levels of excellence, but it is
also adept at so much more.

n For your TV and other audio

n Fusing power and precision,

sources, the ONE also offers
two optical inputs and, thanks
to an easy to use inbuilt IR
learning system, you can still
use your usual TV remote to
control all audio aspects of the
ONE, saving on controls-clutter.

the ONE is a complete audio
system that will enchant the
ears of all who experience
it – never before has a onebox solution been able to
deliver such levels of audio
excellence from such a wide
range of sources.

Making music

special again
It’s never been easier to listen to whatever you want,
wherever you are. But music shouldn’t be any less
special just because it’s easy to find.
DALI has been crafting high-quality speakers for 30 years
and the technology used in the KUBIK FREE builds upon
that wealth of research and experience. Our R&D team
has worked tirelessly to optimise DALI’s famous soft dome
tweeter and the iconic wood fibre cones to work perfectly
with the KUBIK FREE’s built-in, four-channel digital amplifier.
The result is strikingly detailed sound with a coherent
mid-range and taut bass reproduction that delivers even
very low frequencies without losing control.

Watch our KUBIK
FREE video and
find out more at
dalikubik.com
n And it gets better. Plug

n Making the most of

in a DALI KUBIK XTRA
passive speaker and you
have a compact stereo
system that will perform
like a fully-grown hi-fi.

DALI’s wide dispersion
technology the KUBIK
series easily fills a room
with high quality sound
– even when used as a
standalone speaker.

Wireless

effortless
Blessed with Bluetooth 3.0 with aptX, pairing your smartphone, tablet or
PC to the KUBIK ONE couldn’t be simpler. Indeed, in Auto mode, the ONE
automatically detects your source, leaving you free to just press play and
enjoy. Whether playing a playlist from your phone, or streaming Internet
Radio from your PC, the inclusion of aptX guarantees the best quality
connection and tune transfer.

n Match your decor with KUBIK ONE’s interchangeable covers

n DALI’s low-loss

philosophy is all about
making the speaker
disappear and letting
the music come alive.

USB Connectivity
Finally, if using the KUBIK to
bring your PC or Mac audio
to extra-life, you can connect
instantly using the KUBIK’s
USB connector – all audio
eventualities amply catered for!

Listen

your way
Wireless audio is incredibly convenient, but the DALI KUBIK
FREE’s talents don’t stop there. Whether you’re after the
best possible sound quality or simply want to hook up some
older equipment, you’ll find that we’ve equipped the system
with the most comprehensive selection of cable inputs that
you’re likely to find on any 21st-Century music system.
There’s an easily accessible mini jack in the KUBIK FREE’s
minimal side-mounted control panel, plus a USB charging
port on the rear. And hidden in the speaker’s base you’ll
find a hi-fi grade analogue connection plus USB and optical
inputs for PCs, TVs and cutting-edge audio equipment.
KUBIK’s audio connections
Bluetooth Wireless input
from phones, tablets and PCs
Optical Digital input from TV
and streaming devices
USB Digital output from
PC and Mac
AUX Analogue input from CD
players and Hi-Fi separates
Mini jack Analogue input
from MP3 players and
portable devices

See small

Hear big

Hitting the right notes musically is one thing. Making all
the right noises on film is another altogether. Thankfully,
the DALI KUBIK FREE is a master of both disciplines,
able to handle both soaring arpeggios and thumping
explosions with equal flair.
With built-in amplification and a vast array of
connectivity options—including a TV-friendly optical
digital input— the DALI KUBIK FREE has everything you
need for a truly cinematic audio experience. Simply add
the optional sub-woofer to a pair of KUBIK FREEs and
prepare to breathe new life into your favourite films.

n Match your decor with KUBIK FREE’s interchangeable covers

Not another remote control
Trying to de-clutter? You don’t have to use
the DALI KUBIK’s remote control. Thanks to IR
learning capabilities the music system can be
controlled using your existing remote.

n KUBIK is also green

With 100 Watts of amplificiation,
the KUBIK series is remarkably
powerful—but that doesn’t mean
it’s power hungry. Because it
uses Bluetooth, the KUBIK series
doesn’t need to maintain a
network connection when not in
use. With a power consumption
under 0.5 Watts in standby, it
rates among the best in its class.

Hi-Fi for the

social age
Forget record boxes and mixtapes: these days, most people
carry their entire music collection in their smartphones, with
access to millions more tracks through streaming services.
The DALI KUBIK FREE is built to bring this virtual music into
the real world. Combining portability with staggering quality,
it allows friends and family to quickly and easily hook up
via Bluetooth or mini jack, instantly sharing their favourite
classics, unleashing new discoveries or bringing a new
dimension to amazing apps or hilarious web videos.

n KUBIK FREE is a party animal

With its built-in amplifier and
Bluetooth connection the
DALI KUBIK FREE is the
ultimate portable party
system—all you need is a
power socket and a phone. It’s
an ideal size to be carried from
room to room or even taken on
holiday—so you need never be
without high-fidelity audio.

Technical information
Frequency Range [+/- 3 dB] [Hz]
Maximum SPL [dB]
Crossover Frequency [Hz]
Crossover Principle
High Frequency Driver
Low Frequency/midrange Driver(s)
Enclosure Type

n DALI KUBIK ONE, KUBIK FREE and KUBIK XTRA are available in 9 colours:

KUBIK FREE

KUBIK XTRA

KUBIK ONE

48-22.000

48-22.000

48-22.000

103

103

103

3000

3000

3000

DSP based digital IIR, 2. order

–

DSP based digital IIR, 2. order

25mm soft textile dome

25mm soft textile dome

2x25mm soft textile dome

5,25” wood fibre cone

5,25” wood fibre cone

2x5,25” wood fibre cone

Closed box

Closed box

Closed box

Shelf, Wall, Stand

Shelf, Wall, Stand

Shelf, Wall, Stand

USB (Micro), Optical (Toslink),

–

USB (Micro), Optical (Toslink),

Bass Reﬂex Tuning Frequency [Hz]
Recommend Placement
Connection Input(s)

RCA (Phono), 3,5mm

RCA (Chinc), 3,5mm

stereo mini jack
Wireless Input(s)

mini jack

Bluetooth™ 3.0 Apt-X

–

Sub out, KUBIK XTRA Link

KUBIK FREE Link

Sub out

Fully digital Class D,

–

Fully digital Class D,

200 – 900 (adjustable)

–

200 – 900 (adjustable)

25K

–

25K

Max. 24 bit / 96 kHz

–

Max. 24 bit / 96 kHz

4 x 25

–

4 x 25

No

No

No

90 - 240

–

90 - 240

Max. Power Consumption [Watts]

150

–

150

n Bluetooth for easy wireless connection

n 100 Watts music power (4 x 25 Watts)

Standby Power Consumption [Watts]

<0,5

–

<0,5

n Fully digital ampliﬁer

n Easy connect to any active subwoofer

305 x 145 x 145

305 x 145 x 145

162 x 980 x 102

12 x 5,7 x 5,7

12 x 5,7 x 5,7

6x38.5x4

n Up to 24 bit / 96 kHz digital resolution
(HD quality music)

n Intelligent DSP adjustment for standalone,
stereo and subwoofer use

4,5

3,8

9.ht

n Interchangeable front grille

Mains cable (1.5 m)

KUBIK FREE Link cable (4m)

Mains cable (1.5 m)

n Ultra low standby power use
(<0.5 Watts)
n Intelligent auto power oﬀ and on

n Soft dome tweeter

n IR learning – use alternative remote control

n Wood ﬁbre cone

Connection Output(s)
Amplifier Type

open loop type
Analogue Input Sensitivity [mV]
Analogue Input Impedance [Ohms]
Digital Resolution
Continuous IEC Power Output [RMS Watts]
Magnetic Shielding
Input Mains Voltage [Volts]

Dimensions (H x W x D) [mm]
Dimensions (H x W x D) [inches]
Weight [kg]
Included in the box

Remote control
Manual
All technical specifications are subject to change without notice

Bluetooth™ Apt-X

open loop type

Remote control
Manual, Bumpers

KUBIK FREE, & KUBIK ONE

n DALI low-loss driver technology
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